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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructionstree farm truck 
assembly instructions 

supplies:details:
To complete this fun and festive tree truck for holiday gift 
giving and display you will need the following supplies:

•Tree Farm Truck template
•paper cardstock:
 3 red
 3 black
 1 grey
 1 white
 1 green
 1 brown
 1 vellum
 contrast pattern paper if desired
•quick dry tacky glue or other adhesive
•4 tiny brads
•woodgrain embossing folder (if desired)
•ink for distressing texture

This 3D Tree Farm Truck paper template project is more 
advanced and has many small details and therefore will take 
more time, approximately 1-2 hours depending on skill level.

Finished size: approximately 9 1/4” L x 4 1/4” W x 4 1/2” H

This 3D paper truck has been designed to hold a small gift 
or treats, the coordinating Tree Farm Trailer includes a 
hitch to glue to the back of the truck to make it possible to 
attach the two together. Although the wheels will spin, this 
paper truck is not intended as a toy and is for decoration 
and display purposes only. 

The pyramid shaped Tree Box and the Tree Trio Gift Bag will 
both fit in the back of the truck. The truck will not sup-
port heavy items, however the template includes box style 
supports to glue on the underside for added strength and 
support. 
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 1: Cut all template pieces from desired cardstock. 
(Template pieces are grouped by suggested paper color for 
ease in cutting.) Begin with base pieces as shown.

Step 3: Glue vellum to inside of window openings. Use glue 
sparingly as it might warp or buckle if too much glue is 
used. Set aside to dry. Fold side tabs as shown.

Step 2: Assemble base by folding up side tabs and adher-
ing. Adhere the side pieces and base for added strength. A 
contrasting paper is a fun option. Be sure to align holes on 
sides. Set aside to dry.

Step 4: Layer and assemble wheels as shown. Add texture 
and dimension by inking the edges if desired. Set aside to 
dry, making sure they are flat and not warped from glue. 
Press with a heavy book if needed. 
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 5: Adhere side tab of the windshield section to the 
door panel. Adhere the hood section to the windshield tab as 
shown.

Step 7: Continue with the back cab section. Adhere roof 
section to the windshield tab. Glue a few side tabs at a time 
and adhere to the door section. Adjust to fit and allow glue 
to dry.

Step 6: Adhere the pointed edge tabs of the hood section 
around the curve of the door section. Only glue a few tabs at 
a time and adjust to fit. Allow the glue to dry. 

Step 8: Inside view of the hood and roof section adhered 
to the door section. Repeat the process for the other door 
panel section. 
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 9: Attach the wheels with tiny brads as shown.

Step 11: Place cab section into the base section to adhere. 
Be sure to have the front of the cab firmly attached to the 
front of the base section and be sure the wheels can spin 
freely. Allow glue to dry.

Step 10: Glue bottom tabs of the cab section and the sides 
of the base, be sure to NOT glue around the tabs of the 
brads or the wheels will not turn. 

Step 12: Glue together truck bed side panels and fold up 
bottom tabs as shown. 
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 13: Glue bottom tabs and sides of the truck bed sec-
tion avoiding the brads. place truck bed sides section inside 
the truck base, attach firmly to the back and sides and 
allowing wheels to spin. Allow glue to dry.

Step 15: Adhere fence sections to the inside of the truck 
bed, attach all fence sections at corners and to the truck 
cab. 

Step 14: Glue and adhere the back fence section to one side 
section, add glue to the bottom portion of all fence sections.

Step 16: Glue base and side pieces to the truck bed, using a 
contrasting paper here is an option.
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 17: Emboss wood texture onto fence boards if desired. 
A wood pattern paper is also a fun option if desired.

Step 19: Assemble details of door signage, headlights, and 
license plates as shown. Add texture with ink to edges of 
hood sections if desired. Allow glue to dry.

Step 18: Glue fence board pieces to sides of fencing on the 
outside of the truck bed as shown.

Step 20: Assemble fenders by gluing and adhering the 
pointed side tabs to create the curves as shown. Allow glue 
to dry.
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Step 21: Attach headlights, grill, license plate, doors and 
fenders as shown.

Step 23: Add supports to the base if items are going to be 
placed into the truck bed. Fold and glue support boxes as 
shown.

Step 22: Pressing inside the fender with a craft stick will 
help adhere it to the truck. Make sure the wheels still spin 
and are not stuck to the tabs.

Step 24: Attach support boxes to center of base as shown.
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Tree Farm Truck Assembly instructions

Add additional ink textures if desired to complete the Tree Farm Truck! Add the Tree Trio Gift Bag, the Tree Farm Trailer and 
Tree Gift Box if desired. They are all designed to work together and assemble as a fun gift or holiday display. Enjoy!


